Writing Exam Feedback
Fall Training 2015
“Inspiring Lifelong Passion for the Mountain Experience”

MISSION STATEMENT: Provide high quality educational
resources and well defined standards to aid our members in
improving their teaching skills to better satisfy the needs and
expectations of their customers in the enjoyment of downhill and
Nordic snow sports.

AGENDA – 2 hours
•

Opening remarks

•

Brief review of previous presentations

•

Discuss our roles in the exam process

•

Review Level I Skiing tasks

•

National standards – fundamentals, applications, skills

•

Review Level I result sheets

•

Result/goal sheets

•

Writing debriefing/goal sheets

•

Summary, takeaways

Level I
writing meaningful results and goals

PSIA-NW Level I Skiing Tasks
• General Skiing Tasks:
•
•
•
•

Wedge Turns
Wedge Christie
Basic Parallel
Free Skiing: groomed terrain, mild un-groomed conditions or
small bumps – moderate blue terrain

• Versatility/Exercise Tasks:
•
•
•
•

Side slip to edge set
Straight run, paddle turn to a stop
Traverse-wedge and parallel*
Linked forward side slips to edge set*
*(Defined in Alpine Technical Manual)

Level I tasks for analysis for training
• WEDGE TURNS Athletic stance; slow to moderate speed; steering of both skis
with leg rotation; linked round turns with no traverse; both skis maintaining
contact with snow; no pole use. Skis maintain a wedge relationship

• WEDGE CHRISTIE TURNS As a turn is completed, a new turn is started by

extending ankles, knees and hips, steering both skis towards the fall line, resulting
in a wedge relationship. The skis become parallel through more active steering of
the inside ski, using rounded turn shapes and no traversing. The parallel matching
of the skis may be demonstrated in a variety of places in the turn, including the
beginning, middle and end depending on speed, terrain or intent. A pole touch is
optional.

• BASIC PARALLEL TURNS Balanced, rhythmical turns with no traverse, athletic

stance, short, medium and/or long radius. If used, pole use is timed with the turn
radius, pole touch with weight transfer and edge change; maintain a parallel
relationship.

The fundamental mechanics of SKIING, outlined below, remain consistent through all
levels of Certification. The performance criteria for these fundamentals will vary based
on the application to common beginner, intermediate, and advanced zone outcomes.

Skiing Fundamentals
o
o
o
o
o

Control the relationship of the Center of Mass to the base of support to direct pressure along the length
of the skis.
Control pressure from ski to ski and direct pressure toward the outside ski.
Control edge angles through a combination of inclination and angulation.
Control the skis rotation (turning, pivoting, steering) with leg rotation, separate from the upper body.
Regulate the magnitude of pressure created through ski/snow interaction.

The differentiating applications of fundamentals are defined by the following
categories: environment, accuracy, and speed.
o
o
o

Environment: The appropriate terrain and snow conditions for level of assessment, relative to the skill
development needs for students.
Accuracy: The degree of competence and constancy in application of fundamentals relative to desired
ski performance.
Speed: The ability to ski in control at speeds necessary to achieve desired ski performance for the task
or demonstration.

Rotational control refers to turning the skis about the vertical axis of the body.
Skiers use this action to affect the direction their skis point. Rotational control
highlights the ability of a skier to control the direction the skis point (toward the
left, right, or straight ahead). The rotational movement can originate from
different locations within the body
Edge control refers to tipping the skis relative to the length or longitudinal axis
of the skis. Skiers use this action to increase or decrease the ski-to-snow
angle. Edge control is the ability to tip the ski onto its edge and adjust the angle
between the base of the ski and the snow.
Pressure control relates to managing forces acting on the skis. Skiers
manage the distribution of pressure along the length of the skis, transfer
pressure from one ski to the other, and adjust the overall magnitude of the
forces acting on the skis.
Balance/athletic stance relates to the body maintaining equilibrium through
proper stance and movement and is defined by the ability of the athlete to
move in any direction at any time. Balance is both a basis for and outcome of
proper movement.

Snowboard: Movements to be applied at Level I include flexion, extension,
and rotation, and these will affect the performance outcomes of twist, tilt,
pivot, and pressure control. The candidate will be asked to demonstrate
flexion, extension, and rotational movements separately and in a blended
fashion when performing the outcomes listed previously.
At a minimum the candidate must demonstrate up-unweighting and
terrain unweighting. The candidate must also be able to perform at a
mature level the purposeful movement of the COM across the board by
extending the legs at the initiation of the new turn, resulting in edge
change and facilitating edge engagement.
In addition, at the request of the examiner the rider will demonstrate:
1. Equal and/or independent extension and flexion of both legs
2. Appropriate timing, intensity, and duration of movements relative
to the desired outcome
3. An ability to move from and regain a neutral reference alignment
in all conditions and terrain listed previously (with the exception of
freestyle outcomes)
While riding, the candidate must demonstrate safely awareness – through line
choice, behavior, and ways of negotiating traffic patterns on the slope.

THE MOVEMENT ANALYSIS [FEEDBACK] PROCESS
• Observation phase
• Evaluation phase
• Prescription phase: The prescription phase helps you lead instructors to
a more advanced level by considering goals, incorporating what you learned
during your evaluation, and creating a pathway to help instructors improve.
Common elements are: Determining strategies to promote improvement, using
knowledge gained from observation and evaluation
Providing direction through effective, accurate, meaningful feedback

(reference Alpine Technical Manual chapter 6)

Now,

NICE TURNS
doesn’t cut it………….

Results/Goal (prescriptive)
Touch on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ski performance - The Fundamentals
Body performance
Applications – environment, accuracy, speed
Whole vs part
Turn phases
DIRT
The w’s
o What
o Why
o When
o Where
o And most important W - HOW

Summary
Takeaways:

